This study analyzes big data for visitors collected through the Internet of Things (IoT) beacon-based total smart Meeting, Incentive Trip, Convention, Exhibition & Event (MICE) platform and proposes a model designed to recommend a MICE participating firm to the visitors in real-time and actual analysis cases. The study results would bring an alternative targeted to improve convenience for each MICE participant and enhance value of the MICE using ICT technologies such as big data and beacon. If the result results are widely used across domestic MICE industry, they would make a contribution to the virtuous cycle of value in smart MICE.
Introduction
The MICE is an industry with high utilization value for analysis of big data under the current trend of B2BC. There have been a lot of attempts to apply diverse smart IT technologies such as RFID and NFC to the MICE, but they have been much successful due to difficulties of application in the offline world and technology limitations. Even though a huge amount of data are produced from the activities of diverse participants such as visitors, firms and organizers in the MICE industry, there has been no ground to collect, store and manage these data. Compared to other industries, therefore, the use of IT technologies has been relatively low in the MICE industry. Therefore, there has been a lack of support on effective field marketing, and verification on the results hasn't been enough either. Furthermore, the growth and development of convenience services for participants have been very slow. The smart MICE refers to a platform having IoT and big data-based infrastructure such as beacon, which was set up at COEX in 2015. The smart MICE platform consists of the followings: Middle platform comprised of beacon engine, exhibition solution and analytics platform; exhibition service app used as a direct channel to provide services to visitors; back-office system in which the MICE is operated and managed by organizers and participating firms. In addition, the infrastructure (e.g., service server, database, network) is already built. In terms of IoT infrastructure needed to collect the location information of visitors who use an app through a visitor's app and server, in addition, a beacon device is available as well. At present, approximately 1,800 beacon devices which are divided into movable and fixed types are installed in COEX. In case of fixed ones, they are installed in the floor trench as a basic positioning role. In contrast, movable beacons are installed according to cell planning in each booth for the purpose of detailed positioning at the end of booth installation or facility work [4] .
Construction of Smart MICE System

Figure 2. Cell Planning at 4 th Prototyping
A visitor's app can be downloaded on the Android or iOS app market. Basically, the following services are provided: MICE information reading, ticket purchase, entrance registration. In addition, visitors' location information can be provided through positioning and various location-based services (LBS) using beacons (location-based contents push, MICE site guide, facility guide). In the organizer's management system, general information on the MICE is registered, and various contents are operated and managed. In terms of performance management, it is also able to conduct statistical analysis at the end of the event. There has been a necessity to provide more useful information and services to visitors through the analysis of the data created through the construction of the smart MICE. 
Research projects
To solve key business issues that the MICE industry faces by hosting a workshop with the MICE planner, this study has derived analysis topics, checked the specification of analysis conditions and available data and selected data analytics-enabled topics. To derive specific analysis topics, final details on the analysis conditions and topics which have been promoted by exhibition PM, system developer and data analyzer through pre-interview were shared. Regarding rough modeling, in addition, constraints and segmentation conditions were discussed. For this, the details of clear goals were defined from the perspective of user story to derive MICE managers' needs and insight. Furthermore, a consensus on the details was formed, or structurally poor items were improved during the workshop. According to the results of the several workshops targeted to derive research projects, this study recommended firms in real time by using the big data collected from the beacons in the detailed analysis model. Therefore, firm recommendation services designed based on the preferences which have been derived through visitors' visit similarity would be provided by reflecting the characteristics of MICE industry through big data analytics [3, 5] .
Data Analytics
Analysis model
An analysis model which extracts the firms to be recommended by calculating visit similarity based on visitors' stay time in the booths has been developed. From the perspective of MICE business analysis, highly popular and interested firms will be set aside from recommendation. Because there is a high possibility that visitors visit these firms again, however, those on high ranks in terms of real-time crowdedness were removed. This measure aims to recommend the exact firms visitors want considering their preferences after eliminating any interference and attract more visitors. In addition, unlike the online world in which people move around by clicking their mouse, visitors are reluctant to visit booths located far away in the offline environment. Therefore, it was designed to increase their visit by recommending those within a certain distance based on the requests. To filter the firms by distance, in addition, an analysis procedure designed to estimate distance in advance using the latitude and longitude was added.
Analysis techniques
For analysis of a research model, a collaborative filtering technique was adopted. Collaborating filtering is an analysis method designed to estimate the firms which are particularly high in terms of stay time and relative indexes among the booths that the visitors who asked for recommendation and those with high similarity visited based on cosine similarity which calculates inter-visitor similarity based on stay time relative indexes (5-point Likert scale). Collaborative Filtering is a proven technique used for personally customized services in many famous firms such as Amazon, Netflix and WATCHA among various techniques designed to measure similarity. Among these collaborative filtering techniques, three specific methods (cosine, Jaccard and Pearson) which calculate similarity were considered. If visitors' stay time is applied after being converted into preference, accuracy can be enhanced. Therefore, cosine and Pearson methods were adopted prior to Jaccard which checks if visitors are intended to visit. Among them, Pearson and cosine results were pretty same. If Pearson technique is adopted, when firms are recommended by calculating similarity, whenever people come by and leave a booth, different firms would be recommended. In addition, because average stay time is applied with preference, recommendation accuracy decreases. As the specific analysis technique of collaborative filtering, therefore, a cosine method which enables real-time recommendation based on visit similarity by measuring similarity after applying stay time as preference index was applied [1, 2] . Then, analysis was performed through the following five analysis guidelines recommended through MICE-related experts at a workshop held to choose analysis topics: -Guideline I. The user's similarity is higher than the visit/non-visit by the firm in terms of accuracy: In the estimation of similarity according to visit/non-visit by htbe firm, average stay time is applied so that it is difficult to reflect preference differences by visitor.
-Guideline II. If visitors' preference of the firm is high, they stay long: Visitors stay long in the firm they are interested in. If not interested, they just pass by or stay very short.
-Guideline III. If preference index is similar, visit preference is pretty same as well: Since stay time can vary depending on visitors' preference, the relative stay time by visitor for relative comparison is applied; If the preference index is same with the firm they visited, preferences tend to be similar. -Guideline IV. Because visitors are likely to visit those with high crowdedness even though they are not recommended, they are excluded from recommendation: In general, visitors are very aware of large-scale and well-known firms, big businesses and those in which special promotion is in progress. Therefore, if highly crowded firms are recommended, the effects and reliability would diminish. It is needed to recommend other firms to prevent visitors from flocking in certain firms only. -Guideline V. Since distance can affect visitors' intention to visit, those within short distance are recommended first: In MICE, visitors move around in a physical space. Therefore, they tend to visit the firms nearby instead of those situated in the distance.
Analysis data and variables
Data were analyzed using a total of 7,302 visits and 119 fence longitude & latitude information. The specific variables of the visitor and longitude & latitude information are as follows: 
Conclusion: Analysis Results and Significance
The firms to be recommended based on visit preferences which were obtained through a real-time recommendation analysis model and those ranking high in terms of real-time crowdedness are provided to help visitors get diverse useful information through visitors' app. Visitors are able to get custom-made information in real time and get access to the information in effective fashion. In addition, the system can prevent people from flocking in some booths only, encouraging them to visit relatively less popular firms. The results obtained in this study are those from real-time recommendation analysis. For quick analysis and supply of results, therefore, there might be some constraints if visitors' information except for the visit preference by collaborative filtering is applied. Even so, the study results would make a contribution to a shift of paradigm in the IoT and big data-based MICE industry. Visitors would be able to get diverse contents (e.g., MICE information) through the platform and easily find the booths they are interested in. In addition, participating firms would be able to measure the effects of PR and promotions with quantified data and analyze visitors (buyers)' interest and behavior patterns, maximizing their marketing and participation effects.
